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MINUTES OF THE MAY ��� ���� MEETING OF
THE USERS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Present� H� Band� P� Burrows� M� Fero� R� Ko�er� T� Markiewicz� N� Phinney�
M� Piccolo� F� Porter� B� Schumm� R� Siemann� W� Toki� R� Yamamoto�

SLAC�SLUO�PI Meeting

The meeting began with discussion of the format and invitation list for the
meeting between the SLAC management and PI representatives from the SLAC
user community� to take place on Tuesday May ��� David Leith� in consultation
with Yamamoto� has come up with a list of about �	 participants� about �
� of
whom are SLUO Executive Committee members and
or user PIs with a major
involvement at SLAC� the remainder being senior SLAC faculty and management�
Leith joined the meeting and described the proposed format� the Director would
give an opening outlook for the future program under known
expected budget con�
straints� followed by short presentations from spokespersons or senior collaborators
representing SLC� SLD� spin physics �xed target�� B Factory� NLC� and small ex�
periments� The latter talks would outline the plans and physics agendas for the
next few years� and short intervening discussion periods would allow time for clari�
�cation of immediate issues� There would then be a substantial period for a longer
discussion� to include issues such as scheduling problems� con�icts and priorities�
Markiewicz pointed out that the report of the Drell panel is due to be released on
May �� and its recommendations will no doubt feature in the discussions�

The Committee was favourably disposed to the proposed format and list of
invitees� who will be contacted to con�rm their attendance� All were agreed that
the invitation list cannot be made larger if a coherent and meaningful discussion
is to result� but were anxious to ensure that the whole SLAC user community will
be represented� After some debate it was agreed that the entire SLUO Executive
Committee will attend� and that a list of the other user invitees will be circulated
to the SLUO mailing list to allow users to make input to the relevant people�
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Other Business

Announcements of SLUO Committee Meetings

It was agreed that reminders of the dates of future Executive Committee meet�
ings will be circulated by E�mail to the SLUO list� It is hoped that users will
thereby be stimulated to inform Committee members of issues that need to be
addressed� There was some discussion of the state of completeness of the list of
SLUO members� Margaret Helton maintains an E�mail list that is known to be
incomplete� Yamamoto reported that he had great di�culty compiling meaningful
statistics for his recent presentation to the SLAC Scienti�c Policy Committee copy
enclosed with these minutes�� he thinks that his number of registered users may
easily be underestimated by a factor of two� Some information is available from
BINLIST� but again it is incomplete� It was pointed out that both SLD and the
B Factory collaboration maintain accurate databases of their collaborators� which
might be used as the nucleus for a more complete SLUO database�

This issue was taken up when Steve Williams joined the meeting� He is well
aware of the problem� but noted that a large overhead is involved in setting up
and maintaining a new database� and that given �nancial constraints it is di�cult
to hire database helpers for this purpose� Markiewicz suggested that it might not
be too di�cult to create interfaces to the SLD and B Factory databases� although
this will require initial database expertise� and Williams agreed to explore this
possibility�

User Manual Available Soon

Williams said that the long�awaited guide to �Life at SLAC� will be released in July�
Copies will be given to new users and will be available to all via Margaret Helton
in the Users� O�ce� It was suggested that trees could be saved and convenience
added if the manual were available on Word�Wide Web� Williams agreed�

O�ce Space for Summer Visitors

Williams noted that all desks in the Warehouse are now o�cially allocated through
the Summer� There is the possibility of more user o�ce space in IR���� and user
groups in the Central Lab neighbourhood are being asked to consolidate their
presence to free up desks for short�term visitors� No crisis is foreseen� but

PLEASE INFORM MARGARET HELTON IF YOU WILL NEED
DESK SPACE IN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS AND ARE NOT AL�
READY ASSIGNED

Williams announced that a new o�ce building is expected to be constructed�
primarily for B Factory needs� in the A�E Building parking lot�
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More Safety Training

Williams completed his string of announcements with the news that� following a
DoE Accelerator Order� general safety OSHA� training will probably be added to
the radiation training which is already mandatory for SLAC employees and users�
He noted that operations managers had already been required to write hazards
manuals for their programs� Details of the new training will be announced� and
there will be an attempt to streamline it as much as possible to maximise the
usefulness
time�spent quotient�

Computing

Frank Porter gave a report on computing issues a�ecting users� An internal com�
mittee� the VM Phase�out Working Group� has been set up to help ensure a smooth
withdrawal from the VM system to a more distributed computing infrastructure�
Porter is the SLUO representative on this group� He pointed out that the issue
of SLD�s withdrawal from reliance on VM is being handled internally by SLD�
and that a separate group is dealing with Library concerns such as the SPIRES
database� The Working Group will issue a draft report to Leith in June� Porter
stated that the VM phaseout countdown has certainly started� so users should plan
accordingly� He added that a residual VM service may remain in operation in the
long�term to serve SPIRES and Business Services needs�

The present Unix farm comprises three ��� machines� there are plans to buy an
additional �� machines within the next � months� Presently the major di�culty
is with access to the tape silo from Unix machines� rather than a shortage of
computing cycles� SCS is still working to improve the system� but a proper Unix
silo server is not known to exist anywhere at present�

There was discussion of ethernet availability in the Central Lab Annex� Over
the past few years ethernet connections to individual o�ces have been installed
on an ad hoc basis� and there is usually a waiting period of several months� It
would probably have been cheaper� and certainly more e�cient� to provide ethernet
to ALL o�ces in one grand installation� Porter said that a major overhaul of
networking at SLAC is planned to take place in the next few years�

This led to a discussion� with no apparent conclusion� concerning obtaining a
statement from SLAC as to which workstations will be supported in the new dis�
tributed age� Ko�er expressed frustration that some user groups are in a position
to provide workstations for their members at SLAC� but have no guidelines as to
what will plug in easily and be supported software�wise� Porter said that SLAC
currently supports IBM� Sun and the defunct NeXT� Unix platforms� discus�
sions are in progress concerning supporting at least one additional platform� Toki
pointed out that� even for those platforms� it is hard to obtain expert consulting
advice from SCS�

During the lunchtime discussion Leith said that SLAC has put in a request to
John O�Fallon at DoE to obtain a substantial number of the Macintosh computers
presently at SSCL for use at SLAC as X�terminal interfaces� He encouraged SLUO
to write to DoE to support this request�
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Program Status Reports

SLC Startup

Phinney and Siemann reported on progress with SLC turn�on and commissioning
for the SLD run that starts on June �� Following rebuilding of the damping rings
the old �sawtooth instability� which limited beam intensity to ������ particles
last run has been �xed� currents up to ��	� ���� have been achieved in the rings�
However� there has recently been evidence of a new instability� which sets in at lower
current� but has smaller amplitude and slower rise time� The impact on operation
is not yet understood� but it is expected to cause less of a problem� Tuneup of
the arcs and improved �nal focus has gone very well� including commissioning of
�ve new wire scanners in each side of the FF which for the �rst time provide a
non�invasive beam emittance measurement at the entrance to the �nal focus�

Of some concern is the polarised electron source for the ���� run� two guns
were inadvertantly vented and require repreparation� The plan is to reinstall last
year�s gun� �tted with a higher polarisation cathode� which has a smaller area
than the cathodes on the vented guns� it is possible� therefore� that this gun may
not be able to deliver the full intensity planned for the ���� run� If this becomes
a problem� then a large�area�cathode gun will be installed when it is available�
the changeover takes about three days� Good news is that polarisation of about
��� was measured recently by the SLD Compton polarimeter� with concurring
measurements in the Linac Moeller and Extraction�line Moeller polarimeters�

The FY���� budget situation is still a concern for running SLC at the full
repetition rate of ��� Hz� Commissioning has been at �� Hz to save electricity�
and running at ��� Hz is due to start June �� However� it does not look like
there are su�cient operating funds left to permit ��� Hz operation through the
remainder of FY����� and there may need to be one month of �� Hz running to
save the necessary ����K� If this is necessary� it will be coordinated with the late
summer FFTB run to minimise luminosity loss for SLD� The Committee expressed
grave concern that luminosity may be lost for want of a relatively small amount of
money�

Phinney added that in the recent FFTB run a vertical electron beam size
of about ��nm had been reached� very close to the design value of �� nm and
an order of magnitude smaller than previously achieved� This is an enormous
triumph for the FFTB collaboration� The E���� experiment took good data and
has tantalising evidence of possible multiphoton interactions� Further FFTB
E�
��� runs are scheduled in August
September and at the end of the SLD run in
���	� FFTB will study stability of such small beams and E���� will perform more
detailed studies of non�linear QED e�ects�

B Factory

Porter and Toki gave a status report on the B Factory detector collaboration� a
collaboration meeting is taking place at SLAC in the remainder of this week� A
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Letter of Intent is due to be submitted to SLAC on June � and will be reviewed
by the EPAC� A design report will be submitted by the end of the year�

An important technology choice has been made for the calorimeter� the device
will be based on CsI crystals� The technology for the particle identi�cation system
has been narrowed down to one of� fast RICH� aerogel threshold Cerenkov coun�
ters� and the �DIRC�� The vertex detctor will be based on double�sided Si strips�
with a possible later upgrade to a pixel device already being considered� Detector
R�D funds have been distributed through SLAC� Leith mentioned that there are
strong participating groups from Canada� France� Germany� Italy and the UK�
The detector is budgeted at about ���M FY�� ��� ��	M of which will come from
DoE via SLAC� Leith is optimistic that the foreign contributions will make up
most of the remaining cost� An international advisory committee is monitoring
the progress of the detector collaboration�

SLUO Issues

Student Participation

Yamamoto �oated the idea of having two� student representatives on the SLUO
Executive Committee� Opinion was divided as to the usefulness of this proposal�
It was pointed out that students already vote on an equal basis for their repre�
sentatives� but it was noted that no graduate student has ever been nominated to
serve on the Committee� It was recognised that students may have di�erent per�
spectives and unique concerns that the Committee should be aware of� but none
of the present Committee has ever been contacted by students with such concerns�
There was agreement that Yamamoto should raise the issue at this year�s annual
users� meeting and solicit input� Students should feel free to inform the Commit�
tee members and
or their institutional SLUO representatives if they feel strongly
about being directly represented in this manner� or if they have suggestions for
improvements that can be addressed by SLUO�

Planning for Elections and Annual Users	 Meeting

There was agreement to schedule a meeting of institutional representatives during
the �rst week of the SLAC Summer Institute� August ����� in order to nominate a
slate for election of new Committee members to replace this year�s retirees� There
was also agreement to schedule the annual users� meeting sometime in the Fall�
probably October� to be phased with an SLD Week or B Factory Collaboration
meeting�
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Next Meeting

The next meeting of the SLUO Executive Committee will be on Friday July �	�
In accordance with the new policy above� a reminder will be sent by E�mail to the
SLUO list� Please inform Margaret Helton if you are not on this list� if you only
receive these minutes on paper� not also by E�mail� you are not on the E�mail list�

Minutes submitted by�

Philip Burrows
Secretary
Treasurer

Users Executive Committee
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